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Report of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological 
Laboratory, St. Petersburg Beach, Florida 

Fiscal Year 1967 

ABSTRACT 

The major goals of the Laboratory are to explore the relatively unknown scope 
of biological productivity in the coastal zone of the eastern Gulf of Mexico, to 
measure the effect of changes in that zone, and to develop methods of increasing 
es tuarine fishery resources. The report describes current research on projects 
in the Estuarine and Red - Tide Programs. The projects include studies of sedi
ments and organisms in bay bottoms, plankton crops and fishes residing in and 
transferring b etween estuaries and the Gulf of Mexico, toxicity of the red-tide 
organism, and experimental rearing of pompano in an impounded lagoon. A physical, 
hydrological, biological, and sedimentological inventory of Florida estuaries is also 
in progress as part of a cooperative effort with the National Oceanographic Data 
Center and the States of Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. 

REPORT OF THE LABORATORY DIRECTOR 

James E. Sykes 

MISSION OF LABORATORY 

The Laboratory investigates the interrela
tion of estuarine organisms, their environ
mental requirements and tolerances, the bio
logical effects of physical and chemical changes 
in coastal areas, and the etiology and toxicity 
of planktonic organisms such as the red-tide 
dinoflagellate, Gymnodinium breve. Its mis
sion includes the development of methods to 
maintain optimal estuarine conditions for pro
ducing commercially valuable species of fish 
and shellfish, and the investigation of tech
niques related to sea farming. The biology 
of industrial fish is investigated, particularly 
the life history of thread herring, a species 
just beginning to be used commercially. 

RESEARCH STATUS AND TRENDS 

Laboratory research for the past 5 years 
has aided in proving when, where, and under 
what circumstances valuable species of marine 
organisms occur in the estuary. Approximately 
75 percent of the research has taken place 
in Tampa Bay, not because it is the only 
important estuary on the Gulf Coast but be
cause it is large, fertile, and representative 
of Gulf estuaries. Here the effects of dredging, 
filling, and pollution are clearly -in evidence, 
and the results of biological research on 
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these problems are applicable to a considerable 
degree in other U.S. estuaries. 

Our investigations have pointed up some of 
the values of the estuarine resource and some 
of the effects of man's alterations. Many 
other Federal, State, and private research 
institutions have pooled their efforts across 
the nation in fact finding, publication of re
sults, holding seminars on estuarine problems, 
and working with national conservation groups 
for the ultimate purpose of alerting the public 
to the importance of estuaries. Scientists now 
tend to believe that most conservation and 
political leaders understand the valuable con
tribution of estuaries to society. Evidence of 
this new understanding has asserted itself in 
several State legislatures and in the U.S. 
Congress in the form of bills for the protection 
of estuaries that have been submitted or 
passed. We now sense the urgency to begin 
developing techniques that will protect sub
merged coastal lands from further encroach
ment of civilization and that will increase 
their productivity whenever pos sible. 

An understanding of estuarine fertility and 
the value of the resource has been our goal 
for some time, but not the only goal. While 
seeking this information, we have tried to use 
it in a practical way as we progressed. We 
have used the results of biological research 
to show the damaging effects of engineering 



projects , and have had somc; SUCCeSS in 
protecting estuaries from harmful changes . As 
a result of the joint efforts of this L- boratory , 
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlif· , 
the Florida Board of Conservation , nd oth r 
conservation agencies , the Corps of Engin er 
saw fit this year to reject dredge-fill 
project proposal in Florida for the first tim~ . 

This 15 a landmark precedent, lthough it 
appears that the applicant will conk t th 
authority of the Corps of Engin 'er in fi h 
and wildlife matters . 

Many facts about the biology of ries 
and the value of their resources ar' not yet 
available; the subject IS so complex th t it 
surface is barely scratched. Many of the laws 
necessary for protection and preservation of 
estuaries have not yet been enacted; opposition 
15 strong and many pro poB ed bills will be 
defeated. Some that hav' become law will be 
difficult to enforce. ,everthele ,pro r In 
the past 2 or 3 years give us hop that nough 
estuanne areas will remain undamag d 0 that 
fertility will continue and even mak possibl 
the cwtlvatlOn of those areas. In con ld 
man 15 need for additional prot in dunn 
coming years we think first of th e and 
then of the most readlly farmable portion of 
that sea, the shallow submerged part dJ c nt 
to the land mass--the estuaryandits xtension 
over the Contmental :':>neli. 

Sea farming or mariculture has Its b t 
prospects in the estuary, so the Laboratory 
has begun experimental studies of r ring 
fish under semicontrolled condltlons- -fir t 
to test the feasibility of raising pompano on a 
commercial basis and then later to work with 
other fast-growing, hearty species that ap
pear to be suitable for rearing m Impound
ments. 

In this quest for protein we also have become 
interested in the abundant, unused pelagic 
fishes that school along the west coast of 
Florida--particularly the thread herring, a 
sardinelike fish for which a commercial fishery 
is now beginning. We hope to describe the 
life history of this species before rather than 

- after the stocks have been fished \vithout 
biological guidelmes. 

While new avenues of applied research are 
being explored, the more tedious and time
consuming fundamental research must con
tinue. Ecological and taxonomic studies are 
illus trating the relation of food chain organisms 
to the sea water environment and to the all 
important sea bottoms. As the bottom silts, 
vegetates, or erodes, the species of organisms 
that make up the biomass change both there 
and in the water column. The studies show, 
for instance, whether disturbed bottoms re
gain their fertility and, if so, how much time 
is required. Such facts are important in de 
veloping the best methods of maintaining and 
rehabilitating altered estuaries. 
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FACILITIES 

'T h • L 

r 
m nt. 

TRAI. I G 

FRESE TATIO 

(fig . 1) , docr. 
h d been 

c d thi 

P per wer pr nt d at of the 
Flonda Acad my of 
th orth Am rican 
ource Coni rence, an FranCISco, Calli.; 

Loui lana Stat liniv ralty .arah and 
E tuary Sympo lum , B ton Rouge, La . ; the 
-atlonal A ociatlon of Soil and ... ter Con 
erv hon Dl tnct , CinCinnati, OhiO; and to 

local civic orgamzatlons. Our taU provid d 
peaker at emlnars of the l!ruve!"slty of 

South Florida, Flonda State Manne Labora 
tory, and the BCF Tropical AtlantiC BiologIcal 
Laboratory. 

lEETINGS A D WORK CO. FERE CES 

Figures m parentheses "how he number of 
persons attending. 

Amencan Fishenes Society , Kan"a" City, 
Mo. (1). 

Estuarine Techmcal Coordmating Com 
mittee- - Estuarine Film Meeting , 'ew 
Orleans , La . (1) . 

Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute , l'ew 
Orleans , La . (1) . 

Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission-
Estuarine Technical Coordinating Com 
mittee , New Orleans , La . (l) . 

Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission-
Estuarine Technical Coordinating Com 
mittee , Brownsville , Texas (1) . 

Louisiana State University Ma r sh and E s
tua r y Symposium , Baton Rouge , La . (1) . 
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Figure l.--Main building, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory, St Petersburg Beach, Fla. 

National Association of Soil and Water 
Conservation Districts, Cincinnati, 
Ohio (1). 

National Oceanographic Data Center , Ad 
Hoc Committee on Nearshore Data For
mat, Washington, D.C. (1). 

North American Wildlife and Natural Re
sources Conference, San Francisco, 
Calif. (1). 

Conferences with staff of National Oceano 
graphic Data Center and Gulf States rep-

resentatives, Ocean Springs, Miss. (2), 
New Orleans , La. (2), and Washington, 
D.C. (1). 

Regular meetings with Health Departments 
of Pinellas, Hillsborough, and Manatee 
Counties and the Federal Water PollutIon 
Control Agency for coordination of water 
quality research (2). 

U.S. National Museum, Vashington, D.C., 
for ide n t i f i c a tl 0 n of est u a r In e 
species (2). 

ESTUARINE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

The estuarine res earch program has five 
projects which involve studies of bay bottoms, 
plankton ecology, production of marine ani
mals, effects of estuarine alteration, and an 
inventory of Gulf of Mexico estuaries. 

BENTHIC PROJECT 

John L. Taylor and Carl H. Saloman 

Even though man eats bottom animals such 
as shrimp, crabs, other crustaceans, and a 
variety of shellfish, he does not generally 
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consume other forms such a::; marine worm 
untll their as simila tion by s pedes that a r 
taken in commercial fisheries. Early In thls 
century fishery biologists fir t reco m%. d 
the role of bottom dwelling animals s fish 
food and began to under::.tand that ucc of 
many fisheries depends largely upon the quan
titative distnbution of forage orgam m mand 
on the sea floor. 

For the past 4 year". th benthiC project 
has been concerned with a sy tematlc nd 
ecological study of benthos in Tam B 
one of the large and productlv est an 



the Florida west coast. The fin;t 1-1 / l. yc rs 
were spent in the field, coll cUng orgamsm , 
samples of water, and Sedlm nts. W- t'r 
sampling continues daily in Boca Cicga Bay 
and monthly at 30 permanent t hons in r mp 
Bay. Hydrographic information collected from 
these and other locations since 1961 h b en 
published in three Data Reports. From th 9 

data, average values of salinity, pH, dis80lv d 
nitrogen, total phosphate, and hght tran mi -
sion have been tabulated for ::lubre ion of th 
Bay (fig. 2). A report on Tampa Bay dim nts 
is being prepared, and a referenc coll etion 
now contains several hundred species of bottom 
invertebrates. 0 '" our main interests r to 
identify organisms and analyz. e nVlronm ntal 
factors that influence th e ir numb r nd dl -
tribution. 

Ecological studies of indivldu I b nthie 
species began recently, but in g n r a l t rm 
some features of the bottom are alr e dy 
parent. One observation is that the numb 
of bottom plants and animals have been gr 
reduced in Hillsborough Bay and section 

AREA 
So l H .O 
pH 7.7 
Tot N 43 .4 
Tot P 23 .5 
l lgh. Iron. 43 .8 

AREA II 
So l 22 8 
pH 7. 6 
To •. N 56 .4 
To •. P 26 . 2 
llgh. irani 30 .3 GU L F 

AREA III 
Sol 28 0 
pH 78 
To •. N 38 .5 OF lot P H . 2 
l ight 'ron, 437 

AREA IV 
Sa l. 321 
pH 8 . 0 
To. N 29 .9 
Tot . P 10 . 5 
light Iran. 51.2 

AREA V 
Sal. 32. 4 
pH 8.0 
Tot . N 35.0 
Tot . P 7. 8 
light Iran. 51.7 

AREA VI 
Sol 29.3 
pH 7.9 
Tot N 38.4 
Tot . P 17.7 
light trans 43.0 

AREA VII 
Sal. 34.9 
pH 8 .0 
Tot . N 23.4 
Tot. P 3.6 
light trons 57. 7 

00 so 

ill 
TAM PA 

Figure 2.--Mean annual values, for subareas of Tampa Bay, Fla., 1961-64, of saliniry (sal.- -%o); pH; wral 
nitrogen (Tot. N--tl g.at./ 1.>, wtal phosphate (Tot. P--tl g.at./ 1. >, and light transmission (light trans.--% of 
incident radiation), 
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Two animals that typify the areal distribu
tion of bottom dwellers in Tampa Bay are 
the brachiopod, Glottidia pyramidata (fig. 3), 
and the lancelet, Branchiostoma florida e (fig. 
4). The range of each is illustrated on the 
basis of locality records of our 1963 benthic 
survey (fig. 5). Both animals are subtidal, 
suspension feeders that live in clean, fine 
sand. Neither is of direct importance to 
fisheries in this country but both are of special 
interest as "indicator organisms." Large, 
easily recognized, widespread, numerous, and 
intolerant of pollution, thes e animals serve to 
identify parts of Tampa Bay that are relatively 
unspoiled. Of the t wo animals, Branchiostoma 
is more common and therefore more reliable 
as an indicator of bottom conditions. The dif
ference in numbers between brachiopods and 
lancelets per dredge haul is less apparent in 
Old Tampa Bay. The reason may be that 
predators of Glottidia in the lower bay cannot 
survive the more brackish water of the upper 
bay. At the present rate of coastal develop
ment, we suspect that faunal c h art s for 
Glottidia and Branchiostoma 10 years hence 
will show them confined to lower Tampa Bay 
and the Gulf of Mexico, at best. 

The disappearance of unspoiled estuaries 
bordering the Gulf of Mexico is cause for 
concern because of the commercially important 
species they contain. Some of the most valuable 
animals are bottom-living invertebrates: 
shrimp, blue crab, oyster, and southern quahog 
(also called hard clam). All of these except the 
quahog (Mercenaria campechiensis) are fished 
commercially in Tampa Bay. Absence of a 
quahog fishery is due to undependable annual 
recruitment (possibly a result of disease and 
predation). Under favorable conditions, how
ever, quahogs set well and grow rapidly in 
the estuary. Annual growth has been recorded 
for quahogs in Boca Ciega Bay since 1964 
(fig. 6). To these data we have added the mean 
length of quahogs that we assume are 6 years 
old because they were collected in 1966 from 
a canal dredged in 1960 (fig. 7). 

We have also. measured growth rate of 
northern quahogs (M. mercenaria) trans
planted in Tampa Bay. These clams came to 
us in two size groups--hatchery stock reared 
at Oyster Bay, Long Island, N.Y., average 
length, 2.5 mm. (0.1 inch), and seed clams 
from Great South Bay, Long Island, average 
length, 48 mm. (1.9 inches). All of the hatchery 
clams and some of the seed clams were set 
out in holding boxes covered with hardware 
cloth; other seed clams were broadcast near 
a station marker. After 6 months, hatchery 
clams more than doubled their length, and seed 
clams grew about 4 mm. (0.2 inch). Sometime 
thereafter, all the hatchery clams and the 
seed clams confined to boxes were suffocated 
by an accumulation of sediment. Fortunately, 
the broadcast seed clams survived and in
creased 8 mm. (0.3 inch) to alengthof 56 mm. 
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(2.2 inches) in 12 months. This amount of 
growth is about one-third that of the southern 
quahog in the area; however, a more critical 
comparison of growth of the two species should 
be made before the northern clam is ruled 
out for potential culture in southern waters. 

The high-salinity habitat of Boca Ciega Bay 
is well suited for southern quahogs. Unfortu
nately they cannot be harvested efficiently 
there without disrupting grass beds and many 
associated plants and animals. The benthic 
survey of Tampa Bay showed, however, that 
quahogs also live on unvegetated bottom, and 
excepting Hillsborough Bay, they occur 
throughout the estuary north to the vicinity 
of Courtney Campbell Parkway. This knowledge 
prompted us to set out quahogs in experi
mental lots to determine growth and survival 
on bottom free of gras s. 

Briefly, the experiment involved setting out 
72 marked southern quahogs, equally divided 
among three size classes, at each of 20 sta
tions in Tampa Bay. After 12 months, clams 
recovered from each station were identified 
by number and remeasured. At stations in 
Old Tampa Bay, average growth of clams was 
9 mm. (0.4 inch). Those recovered from 
central Tampa Bay showed average growth 
of 11.5 mm. (0.5 inch), and growth of clams 
set out in lower Tampa Bay averaged slightly 
more than 12 mm. (0.5 inch). Greatest growth 
by an individual was 24 mm. (1.0 inch) (for a 
small clam set out in lower Tampa Bay). The 
average growth figures and the exceptional 
growth noted for the small clam planted in 
the lower bay are similar to growth records 
of clams growing under natural conditions in 
Boca Ciega Bay (fig. 6). 

On th e basis of these preliminary data w e 
believe that a southern quahog fishery could 
be established on the expansive, unvegetated 
bottom areas of Tampa Bay south of Interbay 
Peninsula. Perhaps we will see our hypothesis 
verified, but certainly not if coastal dev elop
ment in Tampa Bay continues without regard 
for fishery resources. 

GULF OF MEXICO ESTUARINE 
INVENTORY PROJECT 

J. Kneeland McNulty 

The purpose of the inventory is to produce 
a base line of essential information--a yard
stick--against which to measure future 
changes in the estuaries of the Gulf of Mexico. 
The information is to be compiled in the form 
of an atlas that will contain physical, chemical, 
and biological data which the participants from 
States bordering the Gulf have agreed are 
essential. 

The idea of an inventory of Gulf estuaries 
has been favored by many biologists for s ev
eral years, but the lack of funds delayed the 
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Figure 3.--The brachiopod, G. pyramidata, from Tampa 
Bay, Fla. Specimen at bottom has a gastropod (C. 
maculosa) attached to one valve (l cm. = 0.39 inch). -

Figure 4.--The lancelet, ~. floridae, from Tampa Bay, 
Fla. (1 cm. = 0.39 inch). 

Figure 5.--Quantitative distribution (number per sample of about 300 cm. 2--46.5 square inches) of the lancelet, B. 
floridae, and the brachiopod, Q. pyramidata, in Tampa Bay, Fla. -
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Figure 7.--Relation between age and average shell length of southern quahogs (M. campechiensls) from Boca 
Ciega Bay. Fla. (1 mm. = 0.04 inch). -

project until recently. In 1966, Federal Aid 
funds (PL 88-309) became available and pro
vided means of financing a thorough estuarine 
inventory. Leaders of marine ecological re
search in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama 
took this opportunity to support the idea of 
an inventory and to become active participants. 
Although Texas and Florida are not participat
ing actively, the necessary data for estuaries 
of those States are being accumulated by this 
Laboratory and the BCF Biological Laboratory 
in Galveston. 

The development of written outlines, ap
proved by all participants, has first priority. 
The outlines define the basic essentials of 
data to be collected by the participants and 
thereby ensure uniformity of the material 
collected for the atlas. The outlines of all four 
phases--area description, hydrology, sedi
mentology, and biology--are now approved. 
The participants have agreed that in calendar 
year 1968 biological sampling will be done 
simultaneously. This agreement means that 
for the first time in the history of marine 
biological work biologists in all five States 
bordering the Gulf will use the same collect
ing gear in the same way and will apply the 
same analytical procedures. 

New impetus to a joint computer analysis 
program was given recentlybyNODC (National 
Oceanographic Data Center), Washington, D.C., 
at a meeting of participants. Coordinated 
action was proposed in the form of a plan 
developed jointly byNODC and this Laboratory. 
The plan was enthusiastically received. A 
working group was appointed and directed to 
develop the necessary formats for the raw 
data as soon as possible. The group has made 
excellent progress. 

This Laboratory has accepted responsibility 
for the Florida section of the inventory. Much 
of the area description phase has been ac
complished, and we have made significant 
progress on other phas es by acquiring some 
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of the equipment and information needed to 
accomplish the remaining work. For example, 
a review of river discharge data shows that 
the preponderance of fresh water flows to 
estuaries north of Tampa Bay (fig. 8). 

Another example of information collected 
for the area description phase 1S that obtained 
on submerged vegetated areas. Project per
sonnel have examined all available aerial 
photographs from Tampa Bay southward to 
the Florida Keys and have charted all areas 
of submerged vegetation shown on the photo
graphs (fig. 9). The total area of submerged 
vegetation in all estuaries from Tampa Bay 
south is 1,396 km. (539 sq. mi.), of which 
1,039 km. (401 sq. mi.) are in Florida Bay. 
Thus, a unified start toward production of an 
atlas of all Gulf of Mexico estuaries has been 
made. 

PLANKTON ECOLOGY PROJECT 

(Chemical Environment) 

J. Kneeland McNulty 

Primary productivity and ultraviolet ab
sorption studies, begun in February 1963, 
have continued. The purpose is to determine 
the primary productive capacities of the Tampa 
Bay estuary and the adjacent nearshore Gulf 
of Mexico. The data are used to compare 
Tampa Bay with other estuaries, to detect 
unusual changes in the environment, and to 
learn more about the relation between com
mercial fisheries and primary production. 
New data are interpreted with increasing 
confidence because the observations extend 
over the past several years. Samples have 
been collected monthly at 10 stations since 
the beginning of the study; weekly samples 
have been taken at 4 key stations from July 
1965 to the pres ent. 
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Figure 8.--A v era g e annual streamflow to Florida 
estuaries. The arrows in the Gulf of Mexico show total 
discharges for large segments of the coastline. The 
scale applies to the width of the arrows. To convert 
from thousands of cubic feet per second to cubic meters 
per second, divide thousands of cubic feet per second 
by 28.3. 
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Figure 9.--Areas of submerged vegetation in Florida 
estuaries from Tampa Bay to the Florida Keys. 

The method of determining primary pro
ductivitybythe light_ and-dark-bottle technique 
was described in detail in the Annual Report 
for Fiscal Year 1966 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service Circular 257). The results repeat, 
with variations, the same seasonal and areal 
relations obs erved since 1963. All of the data 
from fiscal year 1967 were grouped by month, 
averaged, and plotted to show seasonal rela
tions (fig. 10). Productivity is relatively low 
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Figure.--Average seasonal changes to phytoplankton 
production in Tampa Bay, 1966-67. To convert 
pounds per acre per month to kilograms per hectare 
per month, multiply pounds per acre per month by 0.921. 

in w inter and high in summer. The summer 
high is about four times the winter low. The 
June dip in productivity is more pronounced 
in some years than in others, but each year 
there is a decline in late spring. The decline 
occurs because the early spring bloom of 
phytoplankton uses all the available nutrients, 
which are not recycled fast enough to maintain 
high production. In late spring, sediments 
remain relatively undisturbed because winds 
are usually light to moderate and river dis
charges, which carry nutrient supplies from 
land drainage, are at a seasonal low. Thus, 
for various reasons, the early-spring bloom 
runs its course and is followed by a late
spring decrease. This decrease is followed 
by the 3 months of highest annual productivity-
July, August, and September. This cycle of 
productivity has been repeated during each 
of the 4 years of observation. 

The relation of primary production to com
mercial fisheries is a difficult subject be
caus e complex food chains ar e involved. It has 
been said, "you can1t eat primary production"; 
yet it can be said with equal truthfulness, "you 
can1t eat without primary production." The 
base for all commercial fisheries is primary 
production. The best available evidence is that 
a harvest of fish equal to 1 to 2 percent of 
primary production by weight is excellent. 
An es s ential assumption is that suitable habitat, 
such as vegetated shallows, is available in 
sufficient quantity and quality to permit utiliza
tion of the primary production. One to two 
percent of the primary production of Tampa 
Bay is about 48.5 to 96.9 million kg. (107-214 
million pounds) of whole moist organic material 
per year (bas ed on the sum of reasonable 
estimates of the weights of phytoplankton, at
tached vegetation, and benthic microflora). 

We have no estimate at present of the total 
annual production of fish in Tampa Bay, so 



we cannot compare actual production with that 
which is theoretically possible. Future re
search may provide the necessary data, and, 
when such data become available, information 
on primary production will become one more 
practical tool in the management of estuaries 
for maximum usefulness. 

Determination of ultraviolet absorption is 
a quick, easy measure of the quantity of dis
solved organic material pres ent in water. 
The method used in this Laboratory was 
described in the Annual Report for Fiscal 
Years 1962-64 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv
ice Circular 239). The determination has been 
found useful elsewhere--off southern Cali
fornia, for example, where it has been used 
successfully to trace sewage fields. Its use 
in Tampa Bay was initiated to test the idea 
that red-tide blooms require dissolved organic 
materials and that knowledge of the relation 
between ultraviolet absorption and red-tide 
blooms might lead to methods of predicting, 
or even controlling, the outbreaks. 

Because only one sizable red-tide outbreak 
has developed since the start of the ultra
violet sampling routine (within 2 months after 
the start of sampling), there has been little 
opportunity to test its utility. Meanwhile, there 
can b e no doubt that ultraviolet absorphon 
is a satisfactory measure of the quantity of 
dissolved organic materials and that there is a 
meaningful relation between ultraviolet ab
sorption and salinity (hence land runoff). The 
data of fig. 11 are taken from field records 
for March 1967, a month in which the rela
tions w ere illustrated well, but not significantly 
better than in many other months. The linear 
correlation coefficients of the illustrated data 
are 0.921 and -0.977 respectively, for nitrogen
ultraviolet absorption and salinity-ultraviolet 
absorption. 

Chemically, Tampa Bay is the best known 
estuary in Florida, and in time will be one of 
the best known in the Nation. Daily temperature 
and salinity records extend back to early 
1947. In 1960 and 1961, sampling for various 
nitrogen and phosphorus components became 
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Figure 11.--The relations between organic nitrogen 
(Kjeldahl) and ultraviolet absorption, and salinity and 
ultraviolet absorption for March 1967. 
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frequent, although there is not an unbroken 
series of data back to that time. The one ex
ception is total phosphorus, for which an almost 
unbroken monthly series of determinations is 
available for the past 7 years. The data will 
show extremely valuable trends and relations , 
such as the trend toward overfertilization 
resulting from increasing pollution. 

Most past data were collected for various 
projects at this Laboratory. In the past year 
the total output of the chemistry laboratory 
was 10,017 items of data. Seventy-six percent 
were for the plankton ecology project, which 
involved field trips throughout Tampa Bay and 
the immediate nearshore area. The remaining 
24 percent were for other Laboratory projects, 
and included 2,417 determinations of organic 
nitrogen (Kjeldahl), total phosphorus , pH, 
oxygen, salinity, and chlorophyll~. Thirty
eight percent of the total of 10,017 determina
tions were for organic nitrogen (Kjeldahl) and 
to tal pho s pho rus. 

Thus, extensive documentation of water 
quality in Tampa Bay continues . We have be
gun to use an AutoAnalyzer,l which automates 
several key chemical tests. It will greatly 
facilitate the collection of standard water 
quality data. 

FAUNAL PRODUCTION PROJECT 

(Life History of Pompano) 

John H. Finucane 

As part of a broad faunal program on the 
ecology of finfish and shellfish in Tampa Bay, 
Fla., a preliminary aquiculture study was 
started on the life history and experimental 
rearing of pompano. Salt-water fish farming 
will increas e in this country, and Statewide 
interest has already developed in ralslng 
pompano commercially. In our first studies 
on the feasibility of rearing fishes com
mercially, we put young pompano (Trachinotus 
carolinus) in an experimental impoundment 
in Fort De Soto Park at the mouth of Tampa 
Bay (fig. 12). This fish was selected because 
of its high market value--about 80 cents per 
pound wholesale --and its apparent adaptability 
to impoundment and artificial diet. 

A manmade bay fill of about 2.4 hectares 
(6 acres) was stocked with 6,000 young 
pompano, 25 to 100 mm. (1-4 inches) (fig. 13), 
that had been seined from Florida beaches • 
The fish withstood well the handling and trans 
port. The impoundment was enclosed with 
screening and an inner liner of nylon net. The 
lagoon has an average depth of about 2.1 m. 
(7 ft.), although some areas are as deep as 

l References to trade names in this publication do not 
imply endorsement of commercial products . 



Figure 12.--Pompano fish-farming site in Fort De Soto 
Park, Fla. 

Figure 13.--Young pompano (T. carol1nus) used in fish 
far min g experiment at Fort De Soto Park, Fla. 
(1 cm. = 0.39 inch). 

3.3 m. (11 ft.) at high tide. The bottom con
sists of sand, shell, and silt and, because of 
the pond I s depth and turbidity, is free of at
tached vegetation. Water circulation is prin
cipally tidal; normal tidal amplitude seldom 
exceeds 0.9 m. (3 ft.). Before stocking, the 
area was treated with a fish toxicant to re
move predators and competing fish species. 

Initial feeding trials showed that pompano 
can adjust to a variety of natural and artificial 
foods. We have chosen a 40 percent protein 
dry ration for the basic dietbecause it is easier 
to store and handle than most other foods and 
is superior to them in nutrition. The fish are 
being fed at the rate of about one-tenth of their 
body weight per day. Amounts of food, particle 
size, and frequency of feeding are adjusted to 
obtain the lowest possible conversion rate 
(pounds of food needed to produce 1 pound of 
fish). The fish seem to be healthy and growing 
rapidly. 

Pompano in the Tampa Bay area may spawn 
throughout most of the year, although most 
spawn from May through November. Spawning 
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this year began much earlier than usual be
caus e water temperatures were above average 
for the season. Young fish less than 25 mm. 
(1 inch) long were collected on the Gulf 
beaches in April and May, showing that spawn
ing must have occurred in March and April-
probably in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The principal foods of young pompano are 
the coquina (Donax variabilis) and the mole 
shrimp (Emerita talpoida). The hard shells 
of thes e animals are easily crushed by the 
pharyngeal plates of the fish. We have not 
found fish in their stomachs, even though 
young scaled sardines (Harengula pensacolae) 
abound in the same beach habitat. 

Growth of pompano is variable in nature, 
but under a favorable environment the fish 
grow about 20 to 25 mm. (0.8-1 inch) per 
month. Captive stocks in some instances 
have equalled this growth and have often ex
ceeded 454 g. (1 lb.) in a year. 

Pompano favor the marine habitat of the 
Gulf beaches or lower Tampa Bay and are 
generally found at salinities above 32 p.p.t. 
Laboratory and other field studies show that 
they can adapt to salinities as low as 10 p.p.t. 
The range of water temperature in which we 
have found young pompano most frequently 
extends from 17 to 320 C. In captivity, pompano 
survived temperatures below 130 C. for a 
short period but did not feed. 

BIOGEOCHEMICAL ALTERATION AND 
EFFECT PROJECT 

Charles M. Fuss, Jr. and John A. Kelly, Jr. 

The practice of modifying shorelines to 
create salable land has produced an extensive 
series of manmade marine habitats that are 
relatively barren. The so-called finger-fill 
canals (fig. 14) and lagoons are replacing 
natural productive shallows. The dredged 
areas contribute little to the benthic pro
ductivity of an area; bottom communities are 
sparse, and the rapid deposition of silt hinders 

Figure 14.--A typical finger-fill canalin Boca Ciega Bay. 



their development. A need currently eXIsts 
for methods to restore such areas to a level 
of biological productivity at least commen
surate with the natural environments that they 
replaced. 

One of the most ObVlOUS deficienc1es of 
dredged canals and lagoons is the complete 
absence of sea grasses (marine flo 'ering 
plants), which were formerly abundant. Grass 
beds are a valuable asset to the marine 
ecosystem because they provlde nursery and 
feeding grounds for many fish, shrimp, and 
other marine animals. The reestablishment 
of sea grasses is therefore of the utmost 
importance. Studies on the feasibility of trans
planting two locally abundant sea grasses 
(turtle grass, Thalassia testudinum, and shoal 
grass, Diplanthera 'rightii) were be un in 
fiscal year 1965 and continued throughout this 
year. The first aIm of the stud1es was to 
determine the relative survival and growth 
rates of the two species under se:nicontrolled 
conditions in trays within an open sea-water 
system. Field transplant studIes be un m 
1 66 will end in August 1967. 

An additional study was mitiated m October 
on attractants for stone crabs (Menippe 
mercenaria). The current status of the above 
studies is discuss ed below. 

Studies of Semicontrolled Transplants 
of Sea Grass 

Sea grasses were transplanted in trays sus
pended in experimental tanks. The trays were 
divided; turtle grass was planted on one side 
and shoal grass on the other. Trays of the 
grasses were e.xamined 6, ,lO,and l2months 
after transplanting, and the plants were com
pared with those from natural grass beds. 

Turtle grass survived transplanting and 
grew rather well, putting out ne ' leaves, 
roots, and some rhizomes. Shoal grass, how
ever, generally declined after transplanting, 
and few plants survived. Leaf gro vth of turtle 
grass transplants was good, actually more than 
plants in the field. The original roots of plant 
fragments did not survive transplanting, and 
most new roots developed on the erect leaf 
bearing short-shoots. ~ 'e'" roots originating 
from rhizomes were found only on fragments 
that had an active rhizome tip when trans
planted. As with roots, origmal rhizome frag
ments of turtle grass did not survive trans
planting unless the active tip ,vas present. 
... 'ew rhizomes originated as branches of erect 
short-shoots (about 12 percent of the trans
plants l. FIgure 15 shows ne'" rhizome growth 
of a transplant \vithout an active rhizome tip. 
The presence of these new rhizomes showed 
that vegetative reproduction 'Nas possible 
from fragment transplants which did not have 
active rhizome tips. All new erect short
shoots produced by transplants developed on 
new rhizomes. 
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Fi re 1- .-- e rhizome growth at turtle rass 
transplant (l em. - 0.39 inch). 

The results ~ho that turtle eras:. is m ch 
bette::- suited than hoa grass for trans 
planhng and cult re under the ex?erirnenta~ 
conditions. Pos:>ibly the artiiicial s b.strate 
and vater depth of the ;ystem e::-e more 
condUCIve to the !> rvival of t rUe grass. 
Fragment; of turtle gras" seem to require 
about a year to recove::- after traLsp ar.~lng. 
Ve etative gro th 15 restncted to b::-aLchL"1g 
of erect leaf-bear n shoots and to rhizo:ne 
fra~ments that original y pos:>essed active 
tips. This st d)' "hows that fragment trans 
planting of turtle erass is possib e when the 
enviro~mer.t lS favorable for plant growth. 

Restoration of Sea Gras' in 
Dredged Areas 

Studies were begun last year to seek met.'-lods 
of transplanting sea grasses from natural 
beds to dredged areas. Turtle grass .vas 
selected for the experiments as a result of 
tests in the sea-water system. Experimental 
plots were established in a finger - fill canal 
and in a denuded area of a natural grass 
bed. It was evident from the beginning that 
one of the main obstacles to overcome in 
field transplanting was erosion by tidal cur 
rents. Turtle gras s is buoyant, and the trans 
plants readily float to the surface when the 
substrate covering their roots is washed 
away . 

Experiments to determine the best and :nost 
economical way of anchoring plants In the 
substrate began in August 1966 . Perforated 
quart - size (l.l-liter) tin cans -"'ere used , and 
concrete blocks were placed on the bottom 
to deflect the current . '.':hen the grass was 
dug, we fitted the rhizomes, roots , and sub
strate into the can. We then inserted the cans 
into holes dug with a post - hole digger . Grass 
was also placed directly into holes without 



the tin can anchoring device. Half ofthe trans
plants (40 plants) were made inside of four 
0.3 by 3.6 m. (1 by 12ft.) rectangular concrete 
block enclosures and half outside. 

Plants have no w been in the experimental 
plots for almost a year. During that time they 
ha ve pas s ed through a period of winter leaf 
kill and have entered the summer period of 
maximum growth. Plants bearing new leaves 
can be considere d survivors but not success
ful transplants until the rhizomes and roots 
are examined for new growth. Table 1 gives 
a summary of transplant survivors to date. 

Survival data show that plants in the finger
fill canal needed the protection afforded by 
the concrete block enclosures but did not 
benefit from the root anchoring device. Those 
planted in the denuded area of the grass bed 
seemed to have benefited from the tin cans 
but not from the block enclosures; possibly 
the growth· of algae (Gracilaria sp.) in the 
block enclosures was heavy enough to reduce 
light to a limiting level, or the accumulation 
of decomposing organic material from the 
algae was sufficient to produce excessive 
concentrations of hydrogen sulfide. The gen
erally lower survival in the finger-fill canal 
may have been caused by limiting factors other 
than those associated with erosion by tidal 
currents. 

In March 1967, a new transplant series was 
begun. Plants were anchored to the bottom by 
running their upright leaf shoots through the 
holes in clay construction brick, 3.5 by 9 by 
29 cm. (1.4 by 3.5 by 11.3 inches), and 
through 5.1- to 7.6-cm. (2- to 3 -inch) lengths 
of 2.5- and 5.1-cm. (1- and 2-inch) diameter 
iron pipe. They were also anchored by binding 
the leaf-bearing short-shoots to 15.2-cm. 
(6-inch) lengths of steel construction rod with 
plastic-coated tie wire. Transplants anchored 
with bricks were placed on the bottom, and 
those anchored by the other methods were 
planted in holes. To date, all plants anchored 

Table l .--Survival of turtle grass after 
being transplanted in tin cans and without 
tin cans (August 1966 - July 1967) 

Environment and 
Survival 

exposure In tin Without 
cans tin cans 

Denuded area of natural Percent Percent 
grass bed : 

Within concrete block 
enclosure ............ 50 30 

Out side concrete block 
enclosure ............ 100 80 

With.L n concrete block 
Finger-fill canal : 

Within concrete block 
enclosure ............ 20 40 

Outside concrete block 
enclosure ............ 0 0 
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with construction rods have survived in both 
the natural grass bed and canal areas. Visible 
leaf growth has not been observed on other 
transplants. 

A complete evaluation of the various methods 
of transplanting cannot be made until all of the 
surviving plants are removed to measure root 
and rhizome growth. The results, however, 
are encouraging becaus e two of the trans
plant methods (tin cans outside block en
closures in the natural grass bed area and 
steel construction rod in both areas) seem to 
be very effective. Transplanting sea grasses 
in dredged canals and lagoons may well be 
an important first step in returning such areas 
to a desirable level of biological productivity. 

Stone Crab Attractants 
During transplant studies we observed that 

many stone crabs were attracted to the con
crete block current deflectors in the finger
fill canal plot. This crab is a highly prized 
delicacy and of significant local economic 
value. If the canals are provided with suitable 
artificial habitats it may be possible to at
tract a sizable population of stone crabs and 
thereby improve the biological potential of 
these unproductive areas. 

We made a study from Novemb er 1966 
through March 1967 (the period when adult 
crabs are plentiful in the area) to select 
commonly available materials which might 
be used for crab habitats. As test materials 
we us ed a concrete block, automobile tire, 
glass jar, and clay drain tile. The tests were 
in a 2.4 by 2 .4 by 0.9 m. (8 by 8 by 3 ft.) ply
wood tank enclosed with canvas sides. The 
bottom of the tank was covered with white 
sand, and one of the test structures was placed 
in each corner. Crabs were released singly 
from the center of the tank during the late 
afternoon and recovered the next morning. 
The location of the crab was recorded along 
with its size and sex. 

The drain tile was preferred by 43 percent 
of the stone crabs tested. Thirty-five percent 
were found in the tire, and the remainder were 
either in the concrete block or burrowed in 
the sand. Small crabs, 6.0 to 7.0 cm. (2.4-2.8 
inches) carapace width, preferred the tire, 
and medium-size, 7.0 to 8.0 cm. (2.8-3.2 
inches) wide, and large, 8 .0 to 9.0 cm. (3.2-
3.6 inches) wide, crabs preferred the drain 
tile. Male crabs were more often found in the 
tire; females showed equal preference for the 
tire and tile. The results suggest that old tires 
and drain tiles are effective stone crab at
tractants but conclusions as to their value in 
increasing numbers of crabs must await test
ing in the field. 

The standard trap used by Florida fisher
men (and the one used most often in this study) 
is made of wood lath; the entrance is at the 
top, and the bait is wired to the floor. Crabs 



exposed to this type of trap in the observation 
tank would frequently circle the trap and then 
burrow under it, reaching up through the slots 
to pinch off pieces of the bait. Crabs did not 
always climb to the top entrance. The observa
tions showed that the traps probably could be 
improved if they had a side entrance and the 
bait were placed in the center of the trap. 

BIOLOGY OF THREAD HERRING 

Charles M. Fuss, Jr., and John A. Kelly, Jr. 

A new project was started during this fiscal 
year to study the life history, migrations, and 
behavior of the thread herring, Opisthonema 
oglinum (fig. 16). Aerial reconnaissance and 
surface cruises have shown that large con
centrations of thread herring are present on 
the coastal shelf of southwest Florida , at 
certain times of the year. The schools have 
been sighted on infrared radiation temperature 
surveys, surveillance flights for industrial 
fish spotting , and cruises by the BCF Ex
ploratory Fishing Bas e at Pas cagoula and this 
Laboratory. Thread herring undoubtedly rep
resent a large, unused resource in this area, 
but very little documented information is 
available on the biology of the species. 

Recent interest in the industrial use of 
thread herring has necessitated this investiga
tion. A reduction plant is under construction 
at Fort Myers, Fla., and may begin operating 
in the fall of 1967. Thread herring will be 
the principal species used for meal, oil, and 
solubles. Commercial harvesting of thread 
herring is desirable because of recent de
clines in Atlantic menhaden stocks and in
creases in fishing by other nations off our 
coasts; however, a thorough understanding 
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Figure 16.--An adult thread herring (0. oglinum) 
(1 cm. = 0.39 inch). -
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of certain basic biological concepts will be 
necessary for future management and orderly 
development of the fishery . Timely activation 
of this study should provide an unusual op
portunity to observe the effects of a develop
ing fishery on a previously unused resource 
in a relatively small area. 

The aims of the study are: 

1. To describe the life history of thread 
herring. 

2. To determine seasonal and annual migra 
tion patterns and fluctuations in abundance 
through systematic sampling. 

3. To understand the influence of the en
vironment on the movements and concentra
tions of the fish. 

4. To document the importance of con
tiguous estuaries and determine the origin 
of stocks. 

5. To contribute to the taxonomic literature 
of the species, particularly in Juvenile and 
postlarval stages. 

6. To determine behaVioral patterns which 
include feeding habits, schooling characteris
tics, diel activity, and responses to natural 
stimuli. 

7. To attempt estimates of maximum sus
tainable yield and advis e on future manage
ment of the fishery. 

Previous studies by this Laboratory under 
the estuarine program have provided data 
that are useful in the life history phase of thiS 
investigation. Field samphng in Tampa Bay 
and Charlotte Harbor- Pine Island Sound has 
shown that thread herring spend a good portion 
of their life in estuarine waters. In addition, 
we have obtained, compiled, and published 
oceanographic data in the study area for the 
past 4 years. Some of these data have been 
plotted in vertical section and are now being 
entered on Hollerith cards. A backlog of 
oceanographic data will be useful in studies 
of distribution and migrations. 

Field sampling of adult thread herring was 
begun in March of this year in the shallow 
waters offshore from Tampa Bay. Mono
filament gill nets of various mesh size, which 
have proven to be effective in the capture of 
adult thread herring (fig. 17), were obtained 
from the Exploratory Fishing and Gear Re
search Base at Pascagoula. Sampling tech 
niques were developed aboard the R/V King 
fish. The vess el has been equipped with a 
hydraulic power block to expedite fishing. 
We sample locally each week to provide 
specimens for length-weight measurements 
and information on gonad development . Our 
operations will be expanded soon to include 
the inshore waters between Tampa Bay and 
Cape Romano. 

Samples taken in the Gulf just offshore of St . 
Petersburg Beach have produced thread herring 



Figure 17.--Gill net sampling for thread herring in the 
Gulf of Mexico. 

140 to 165 mm. (5.6-6.6 inches) long (fork 
length) weighing 37 to 68 g. (l.2-2.2 oz.). 
Mean length and weight were 152 mm. (6.1 
inches) and 49 g. (1.6 oz.). These fish had 
fully developed gonads in early April and 
began spawning (some had spent gonads) in 
late May, wh e n surface water temperature 
approached 270 C. Plankton tows were made 
at each station, and the samples preserved. 
The collection and analysis of field data have 
not progressed sufficiently for the inclusion 
of any results in this report. 

Laboratory studies on induced spawning 
and artificial fertilization were begun recently. 
Live fish are easily obtained from field 
sampling, and a free-flowing sea-water sys
tem is available for holding the fish. Ripe fish 
are injected with various doses of anterior 
pituitarylike chorionic gonadotropin in at
tempts to induce spawning. Chorionic gonado
tropin has been used successfully by others 
to caus e the releas e of gametes in certain 
fresh-water and anadromous species but ap
parently has not been tested on marine fishes. 
Results to date are inconclusive but if future 
experiments are successful, a means will be 
provided for obtaining the viable eggs and 
sperm (at preplanned times) necessary for 
artificial fertilization studies. Artificial prop
agation could provide much needed information 
on the identification, ecology, physiology, and 
behavior of the thread herring during the 
early stages of its life. 

RED-TIDE PROGRAM 

Toxin Research 

The University of South Florida in Tampa 
has a contract with this Laboratory to isolate 
and characterize the fish-killing toxin of red 
tide. The chemical oceanography group at the 
University of South Florida includes Dean F. 
Martin, A. B. Chatterjee, and W.KarlOlander. 

Research accomplishments in the past year 
include the following: 

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENCE IN 
CREATING ARTIFICIAL RED TIDES 

Before the fish-killing toxin could be 
isolated, it was necessary to have a ready 
supply of the organism (Gymnodinium breve) 
which is responsible for red tide in Florida 
waters. For this reason, artificial red tides 
were created in the laboratory. Successful 
culture of the organism required a special 
1 i g h t, good temperature control (typically 
250 C.), and super cleaned glassware. Labora
tory concentrations reached levels of 40 mil
lion organisms per liter. Blooms in the Gulf 
reach levels of 60 million per liter, but the 
distribution is not uniform. 
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THE EFFECT OF METALS ON RED TIDE 

Two trace metals, titanium and zirconium, 
seem to be associated with red tide, accord
ing to published reports. Preliminary labora
tory studies now indicate that extremely small 
dos es of titanium completely destroy red tide 
in initial stages of an outbreak; zirconium 
seems to have no effect. These observations 
need to be followed up because they suggest 
that the amount of titanium in coastal waters 
of west Florida may control the red-tide out
breaks. Whether titanium tetrachloride smoke 
(as used in skywriting) could be used to stop 
a red-tide outbreak economically and without 
damage to the ecological balance is a question 
that deserves consideration. 

ISOLATION OF TOXIN IN A CRUDE FORM 

A crude toxin has been isolated by shaking 
a flask containing red-tide organisms and 
chloroform. The toxin appears at the inter
face of the chloroform and water. The toxin 
is drained off with the chloroform in a special 



funnel which can also be used to separate the 
toxin from the chloroform layers. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STABILITY 
OF THE TOXIN 

It was necessary to know how long the toxin 
would remain stable at room temperature or 
at higher temperatures before experiments 
with the substance could be continued. In
vestigations of durability showed that it was 
stable for several days at room temperature. 
Two drops of the crude toxin were placed in 
1,000 to 2,000 drops of water. Some killifish, 
Fundulus similis, were placed in water con
taining toxin, and others were placed in water 
that had no toxin. Even though killifish are 
relatively resistant to red tide, according to 
field observations, the fish in the toxin solution 

died in 6 to 7 minutes. The fish in the control 
solution survived for 2 hours, after which 
time they were returned to the aquarium. 

PROGRESS IN THE PURIFICATION OF 
THE TOXIN 

Toxins can be purified in several ways, 
depending upon the nature of the toxin and of 
the impurities. Selective removal of the toxin 
by use of solvents (ether, chloroform, alcohol) 
has been tried and separation by means of 
ether appears promising. The ether can be 
evaporated at ice-water temperatures, and 
the residue is toxic to fish. Although this 
procedure does provide toxic material, it 
needs improvement because apparently more 
than one toxin is pres ent. The investigation 
of other methods of separation is necessary. 
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